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SAFETY RULES

Keep this handbook at hand for any further help.

After the packaging has been removed, set all accessories in order so that
they are not lost and check the equipment integrity. In particular, check
that it shows no visible damage.

Before connecting the equipment to the +/- 12V power supply, be sure
that the rating corresponds to the one of the power mains.

This equipment must be employed only for the use it has been conceived,
i.e. as educational equipment, and must be used under the direct
supervision of expert personnel.

Any other use is not proper and therefore dangerous. The manufacturer
cannot be held responsible for eventual damages due to inappropriate,
wrong or unreasonable use.



Lesson Bl3 :NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

TESSON SISI NP.N and'PNP TRANSISTORS.

OBJECTIVES
. To identiflu PNP and NPN transistors
. To measure the interjunction resistances
. To use an ohmmeter to identif,i the three terminals: Base, Emitter,

Collector
. To check the relationships beteween the main dc parameters
. To measure the collector current variation with base current
. To calculate the amplification factors cr and B

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

. base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure mod.MU/EV), Individual control
unit mod. SISl/SIS2/SI53 (optional)

. The module may work in a stand-alone mode, the faults are
inserted via the on-board DIP switches: When using the external
management units, the 4 left DIP switches must be in the .6ON,,

position, and the 4 right DIP switches must be in the 66OFF,,

position.
. experiment module mod.MCM4/EV
. multimeter

813.1 BASIC THEORY
PNP and NPN structures

The models of transistors PNP and NPN are shown in figure Bl3.l. The
central region is called the "Base" while the outer regions are known as
the "Emitter" and "Collector".

PNP NPN

s---l[{ NrilH L--IFI-PIIH

fig. Bt3.t
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Lesson B13 :NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

PNP transistor operation

The operation is based on the ability to control the current between the
Collector and Emitter by a small current into the base B. This is
obtained by a forward bias on the base-emitter and a reverse bias on the
base-collector. With no bias voltages, the potential barriers are as shown
in the figures.

o) RNe
I

b) NPN

fis. Btj.2

ln normal operation, the base-emitter diode D2 is forward biased
(positive on the emitter and negative on the base). The collector-base
diode D1, though is reverse biased with the collector at a negative

potential with respect to the base (figure B13.3a).

With the base-collector circuit open (figure B13.3b), as the diode D2 is
forward biased, its potential barrier decreases. This allows the positive
carriers to move from the emitter to the base.

Now, consider a situation in which the collector-base circuit is closed
and the base-emitter is open (figure B13.3c). The reverse biasing makes
the potential barrier of the collector-base diode increase. So, only a
small current flows from the base to the collector.

Now, suppose both the base-emitter and the collector-base circuits to be
simultaneously closed (figure B13.3d). The base thickness is very thin
compared to the average distance moved by the positive holes coming
from the emitter, so a considerable number of these carriers can cross
over and reach the collector-base junction. Here they will be attracted by
the collector negative potentia[, so producing an emitter-collector
current.

For NPN transistors (figure 813.4), a similar explanation and operation
applies, but the voltages and currents are reversed compared to an NPN.

-) -

D1 D1

mffi
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Lesson Bl3 :NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

o)

b)

c)

d)

Fig.813.4

The PNP and NPN structures are the two types of bipolar transistors or
"BJT" (Bipolar Junction Transistor).

Their symbols are as shown.

o) NPN

fig.813.5

Fig.813.3

-3-
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Lesson Bl3 : NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

Basic equations

The arrow shows the direction of conventional current for the emitter.
Figure B13.6 shows the correct biasing for a BJT.

Jig.8t3.6

In the case of DC, the variables that determine the operation of a
transistor are (figure B13.7):
l. the three currents through the transistor (ls, 16, IE)
2. the three voltages present across the terminals (Vsp, Vce, Vcs)
3. the two current amplification coefficients (o, B)

Taking the conventional current direction as that of positive carriers, the
following equations apply:

Is: Ig + Is

IC: a'It-r lcao

where:
. the coefficient cr is between 0.9 and 0.999

B 13.1

813.2

NPN PNP

fig.813.7
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Lesson Bl3 : NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

. cl'IE indicates the fraction of the emitter current reaching the collector
(and cr is almost equal to 1.0)

. IcBo, in the order of nA, is the (reverse) current in the reverse biased
base-collector junction. It is measured with the emitter terminal open

The following equation is obtained by substituting Ir: from 813.1, into
813.2:

Ic: /3 Ia * Icro

where:

813.3

Static gain ofthe transistor

B: a/(t-a) 813.4

Icrc: (J+l)'IcBo 813.5

From 813.4, using typical values of cr you obtain the values of B
ranging between l0 and 100. From these equations, 1,ou can note that a
small current, Is in the base corresponds to a high current 16 , in the
collector. This indicates that the transistor is a current amplifier. For the
voltages we have :

Vcs: VM + Vcs 813.6

The following equation for B can be obtained from equations B13.3 and
B13.5:

Ic - Icso 8t3.7
0:

Is * Icao

Ignoring the small contribution of [6s6 in the numerator and
denominator of B13.7, the static current gain hpE - the most important
parameter of the BJT can be found :

hps:16lIg B 13.8

-5-



Lesson B13 :NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

Characteristic curves

The last equations can be plotted on a graph, to give the characteristic
curves shown in figure B13.8.

ln
(mA

10

vce (v)

/ig.813.8 a. input characteristic of NPN, common emitter transistor
b. transfer characteristic of NPN, common emitter transistor
c. output characteristic of NPN, common emitter transistor

VC 
E =co nsto nt

vai (v)

VCE=constont

-6-



Lesson Bl3 : NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

C rucmt Disconnect all jumpers

A on-boardSlSl Turn all switches OFlr

3 srsz lnsert lesson code: 813

BI3.2 EXERCISES

Voltage and current measurements will be required on some circuits. If
only a single multimeter is available, this will be used sometimes as a
voltmeter or at other times as ammeter. When used as a voltmeter,
remember to short-circuit the points of the circuit where the ammeter
would be inserted.

PNP or NPN identification

You may need to check the polarity of your ohm-meter: the output lines
are sometimes reversed .from their normal polarity when used to
measure resistance.

. determine which pins correspond to the Base, Emitter and Collector
of transistors T2 and T3

. Sot the ohmmeter to the lowest range. Measure the junction resistance
between base-emitter, base-collector and collector-emitter in both
directions. Compare the measured values with those in the next table:

fig. B 13.9

. With the obtained resistance values, check that the transistor T2 is an
NPN and that the transistor T3 is a PNP

What is a simple representation of a transistor ?Ql

SET
AB
t2

24
3l
45
53
Note that

as two diodes in series, but in opposite directions, with base
mid-point
as two diodes in parallel
as a normal diode and a Zener diode in series
with two diodes mounted in antiparallel
none ofthe above
the pins of a transistor can be identified with this method.

Rac ReE &;E

I-,
T..-c

rt-t-c -.f-u
T..-e

r,-t-E r"
T_,

r'-t*E

Tz low @ low @ o) @

T3 @ low @ low cx) @

-7 -



Lesson Bl3 : NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

Note also that the actual resistances can vary quite widely, even for
BJTs from the same batch.

Experimental determination of the current relationships

. Set the variable powff supply
jumpers J2, J8, J6; insert the
figure B13.10.

Vcc (Sez.
ammeters

(Ss)) to +12Y.
to produce the

Connect
circuit of

1 2

fig.B t 3.10

measure the collector current Ig for the base current values tg in the

next table.

Ie (pA) l0 30 50 70 90

Ic (mA)

hr.E

. Plot the curve Ic : f(IB). [s is the horizontal axis. The curve [6 : f(ts)
is partly linear. lts slope gives the value of the static current gain,
represented by

hps: 16 / Is

. calculate the current gain hes for each pair of values in the last table

What range does hrs lie in?
SET
AB
1 6 1-10
2 t 10-20
3 5 20-40
4 3 100-400
s 4 s00-1000
6 2 1000-2000

R2

7

T1

8

JE

Q2

-8-



Lesson Bl3 : NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

C on-board SISI Turn switch Sl OIf

3 srsz Press /NS

Q3 What has happened in the circuit and what is the reasonfor this?

SET
AB
I 5 the power supply has been disconnected from the whole
circuit and so nothing can be measured
2 3 the power supply has been disconnected from the collector
and so [6 is zero
3 4 16 is increased due to a transistor short-circuit between C and

E
4 I 16 is zero due to a disconnection of the base bias circuit
5 2 Is is zero due to disconnection of the emitter

3 on-boardS/S/ Turn switch Sl to OFF

Relationship between Collector and Emitter currents

. vorY the last circuit, disconnecting the ammeter from the transistor
base; connect J5, disconnect J6, and connect the ammeter across 5 -
6 to measure the emitter current

. turn RV1 so that 16:156,4, initially

. rIeBSUre IE for this value of Ic

. calculate the coefficient cr

Q4 Ll'hat is the value of a ?

SET
AB
I 2 always negative
2 5 more than l0
3 I less than l0
4 6 a little over I
5 4 a little under I
6 3 always equal to 2

-9-



Lesson B13 :NPN and PNP TRANSISTORS

813.3 SUMMARY' QUESTTONS

Q5 How many junctions ore there in a NPN transistor?

SET
AB
143
23 2

321
4t0

Q6 Which ratio defines the amplification cofficient d, of a transistor ?

SET
AB
I I Ie/Ic
2 5 IElIe
3 2 (lc-Icso)/IE
4 4 rcllE
5 3 (Ic+lcBo)/lE

Q7 lJsing the normal conventional direction for current flow, the correct
equation.for a BJT PNP is:

SET
AB
| 4 Ip:16*lg
2 I ls:16+IE
3 2 -[e:Is-Ic
4 3 [E:Is-[c.

Q8 The cofficients a" and B are related by the equation :

SET
AB
I 2 alz:p+l
2 4 cr:(p-l)/(B+l)
3 I F: al(l - cr)

4 3 B:cr+1

Q9 If B: 50 in a transistor, what is the value o.f a ?

SET
AB
1 5 0.96
2 6 0.98
3 2 1.02

4 | 0.90
s30.5
641

-10-



Lesson B14: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

Lesson 814: JFET and ilIOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

OBJECTIVES
. To find the output characteristic lr: f(Vos)
. To find the transfer characteristic Io : f(Vcs)
. To use the FET as a :

small signal amplifier
DC current generator

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

. base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSI-PSU/EV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure mod.MU/EV), Individual control
unit mod. SIS 1/SIS2iSIS3 (optional).

. experiment module mod.MCM4/EV

. multimeter

. oscilloscope
814.1 BASIC THEORY

The Junction Field Effect Transistor (JFET)

The field-effect transistor differs from the PNP or NPN bipolar
transistors in its operation as well as in its structure. The current in the
JFET (Junction Field Effect Transistor) consists ol' a single type of
carrier. The JFET symbols, for N and P channels are shown in figure
814.1, while the physical models are outlined in figure 814.2. The
terminal D is the Drain, G the Gate, S is the Source.

The main difference between a bipolar transistor and a FET is that a BJT
controls one current (I collector) with another current (I base), while a
FET controls a current (I Drain) with a voltage (V Gate-Source).

Jig. Bta.l

i'
.-€

J.

P channel

__r_

lffirl-r

N channel

-11-
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Lesson B14: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

Operating principle
Consider an N channel JFET with dc voltages shown in figure 814.3.

If the voltage Vc is zero, the current Ip flows through the resistance of
the doped N type semi-conductor. If V6 increases. reverse biasing the
PN junction, some of carriers in the junction region are removed. The
volume of the region which has no carriers is proportional to this
applied voltage (figure 814.4).

MAJORITY
CARRIERS

CHANNEL
RESTRICTION

TI
fig.B 14.4

/ig. B ta.3

,"--l

You can note that the N channel restricts, and that its conductivity
decreases. [n other words, the resistance between S and D increases as
the volume of the depletion region increases. [n normal operation the
PN junction between Gate and Source is reverse biased. The input
current is very low: this causes the the JFET to have a very high input
impedance, of many Megaohm.

Suppose now we short-circuit the Gate and the Source and apply a
voltage between them,Vps > 0. As the Drain is at positive potential with
respect to the Gate, the PN junction becomes more reverse biased the
higher the voltage Vps (figure B14.5). In these conditions a depletion
region occurs which reduces the channel conductivity. lncreasing the
voltage Vp5, produces two opposed effects:
l. the current density between D and S increases
2. the channel resistance between D and S increases.

As the last effect is non linear with the voltage, a point is reached for a
certain value of Vps where the current Ip no longer increases. When V6s: 0 Volt, the max. current between drain and source is called Inss. Vp
(pinch-off voltage) is the minimum voltage Vp5 for which the current Io
has a constant value Ip5s.

-t2-

vcl
t

CARRIERS DEPLETION
ZONE



Lesson B14: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

lL' l -

-- 

I

h';. lu,.
vos

The current Ip is then proportional to the voltage Vps and to the voltage
VGS. With lVcsl > Vp, the channel is completely closed and Ip5 : 0,
irrespective of the voltage Vp5. This voltage value V6s is called the
disconnected voltage and is indicated by Vosori. Note that Vcson differs
from Vp only in sign : V6so6: - Vr

Characteristic curves

The output, or Drain characteristics of an FET (fig.B14.6) show how the
Drain current Ip depends on the Drain-Source voltage vps (for different
values of the Gate-Source voltage V6s). Note that:
. for Vos<Vp - lVcsl the FET behaves as a resistor (ohmic region)
. for Vos>Vp - lVcsl the current Ip does not depend on Vps but

depends only on V65 (saturation region)
. when V6s decreases (becomes more negative), so does Ip.

Mutu al c o nduc tanc e c harac t eristic

In the saturation region of the FET, Io depends in practice only on V6s
(fig.Bla.7). This dependence is expressed by the equation:

Vcs
Io:Ioss'(l--12

Vp
where:

Ip5 : Drain current in saturation region
Inss : Drain current for V6s6: 0
Vp : Pinch-off voltage.

fig. B 14.5

-13-



Lesson B14: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

VGS2<VGS 1

The MOSFET

Depletion Type MOSFET

./igure 814.6 figure B 14.7

The "Metal-Oxide-Silicon FET" represents an evolution of the JFET in
its technology and construction. Although its principle of operation is
similar to the FET, it has a different structure. A thin layer of insulating
oxide is placed between the Gate and the Drain-Source channel. For this
reason, it is sometimes called an "Insulated Gate FET" (IGFET). There
are two kinds of MOSFET. One type operates on the principle of carrier
depletion, and the other on the principle of carrier enhancement. Their
symbols are shown in figure B14.8.

CHANNEL,N.

CHANNEL'P,

fig.814.8

The structure of an N channel DEPLETION MOSFET is as shown in
lrgure 814.9. As in the FET, the channel between D and S is continuous.
It is supported by a lightly doped semiconductor base (p type), called
the "Substrate". ln the absence of Gate biasing, the MOSFET conducts
with the carriers available in the channel. If the Gate is reverse biased,
the channel is depleted of its carriers and conduction decreases. The

,4
ENHANCE M ENT

,4
4

D EPLETI ON

4

-t4-

I vess<vesz



Lesson Bl4: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

Enhancement Type MOSF ET

"Drain current" / "Drain-Source voltage" output characteristic is shown
in figure B14.10.

This description of the N-channel MOSFET can also be apptied to P-
channel one, simply by reversing the direction of the currents and
voltages.

CHANNEL.N.

'N, CHANNEL
DEPLETION

M OSFET

fig. Bta.9 lig. Bt4.l0

The N channel Enhancement type MOSFET is shown in figure 814.1l.
It does not have a continuous channel between Drain and Source, and so
it cannot conduct when there is no Gate biasing. However for Vcs > 0
negative carriers are attracted by the Gate into the area between S and
D. An N-channel is created and the device can then conduct.

This is the only kind of FET which is cut off with Vr:s : 0, and which
controls the Drain current with a positive Vcs. This behavior is similar
to a bipolar transistor. Figure Bl4.l2. shows the "Drain current" /
"Drain-Source voltage" output characteristic.

INSULATING
MATER IAL

S U BSTRATE

CARRIER ENHANCED
CHANNEL

,N, 
CHANNEL

ENHANCEMENT
M OS FET

INSULATING MATERIAL

SUBSTRATE

VGS=-2V
vGS=-4V

e9

P

.fig. Bta.t t

- t5-

fig.814.12



Lesson Bl4: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

MOSFET compared to the JFET

The advantages of the MOSFET compared to the JFET are:
. as the Gate is insulated, these devices present an even higher input

impedance than the JFET
. the Gate usually has a lower input capacitance, so the MOSFET

shows a better response to high frequencies.
The disadvantage of MOS technology is that the insulating coating of
SiOz can be damaged permanently by electrostatic discharges. They
must be handled with care before connection to the circuit. One simple
protection consists of short-circuiting the three pins. Another is to store
them in anti-static material.

JFET Amplification circuit

The next lessons analyze in detail the different transistor amplifier
configurations. In this lesson, we want to give you some general ideas
on the subject by examining a JFET amplifier.
To use a FET as amplifier, chose a Gate biasing which gives operation
in the linear region of the output characteristics. A variation of the
voltage V65 then produces a proportional variation in the current Ip:

lo: g-'Vcs

where the parameter gm is defined as the "transconductance" and gives
the effect of the Gate voltage on the Drain current (fig.B1a.13), in other
words the gain.
Figure Bl4.l4 shows a JFET amplifier circuit. Consider v; and vo as the
input and output voltages. The voltage gain "Gv" of the amplifier, i.e.
the ratio between the amplitudes of the output and input signals, is:

vo

Gv:_ = Ro.gm
vi

The typical value of g, is between 0.1 and l0 mA/V.

RESISTIVE r SATURATI0N
REGTON I nrCtOr't

-t6-

fig. Bta.13



Lesson Bl4: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFIICT TRANSISTORS

Jig. Bta.ta

Constant current generator

Let's examine the JFET circuit.
An ideal current generator is a circuit which supplies a constant current,
no matter what the load is. This source must have a very high output
impedance. Figure Bl4.l5 shows an example of a FET current
generator.

Jig.B 1a. t 5

In this circuit, Vcs is equal to 0 Volt. If Vos is greater than the voltage
Vp, the current Ip in the circuit is constant and equal to Ipss. The circuit
is a constant current generator when Vos exceeds Vp.

As Vns: Voo - Rl ' [o, it follows that :

Rr-<(Voo-Vp)/Ip5s

If R1 is greater than this, the current rapidly decreases (figure B 14. 16).

loss

VDS
<-

.fig.8ta.t6
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Lesson Bl4: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

C ruc*u Disconnect all jumpers

A on-boardSISI Turn all switches OfF

A srsz Insert lesson code: 814

814.2 EXERCIST]S

Determining the output characteristic of a JFET

. Connect jumpers J3l, J32, Jl8, the ammeter between 23 and24,the
voltmeter (or the oscilloscope) between Drain and Source to produce
the circuit of fig.B14.l7

fig.B 14.17

. Adjust the voltage Vcc of the variable power supply to 0 V initially.
Then gradually increase Vcc and measure the current Ip into the
circuit and the voltage Vos of the FET for each value of Vcc in the
following table:

. Plot the curve ID : f(VDS) (see next example) and find the pinch-off
voltage Vp, and the saturation current lps5.

R12JI8

c0M

Vcc (V) I 2 1J 4 5 6 8 l0 t2 l5 20

Vns (v)

ID (mA)

-l8-
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Lesson Bl4: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

lp
(mA

15

12.5

1

7.

vils lvl

C on-boardSISL Turn switch 54 ON

3 srsz Press INS

Ql llthat has happened in the circuit?

SET
AB
l5
23
3t
42
54

a resistor in series with R12 has been disconnected

the FET is short-circuited between the Drain and the Source
the FET is open-circuited between Drain and Source
the Gate circuit has been disconnected
the power supply voltage has decreased

Turn switch34 OFF

Determining the transfer characteristic

Produce the circuit of fig.B14.18, by connecting jumpers 130, J37,
J 19, the ammeter and the voltmeter (or the oscilloscope) as shown in
the figure

J18 Rt2

fig.Bta.t8

-19-
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Lesson Bl4: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

. vary Vcs by adjusting RVg and measure the current Ip for each

value of the following table

Vcs IV ] 0 -0.5 -l 1.5 1 .)<
-3 -3.5 -4 -4.5

lo ImA

evaluate the Gate voltage V6o6 for which the Drain current is reduced
to zero
plot the curve [p : f(Vcs) (see next example), and evaluate the value
of Ioss

lp
(mr)

15

12.5

10

7.5

5

2.5

Q2 How can the graph of ID best be described?

it has a max. at Vcs: -5 V
it is a straight line crossing the origin of the axes
it is a straight line parallel to the axis of Vcs
it is an arc of a circle whose center is the origin
it is a curve which decreases as V6s decrcases

Displaying the output characteristics on an oscilloscope

. Produce the circuit of fig.B14.19, by connecting jumpers J2O, I2l,
J22, J33, J30

. Set the oscilloscope to X-Y mode (50 mV/div on channel Y, 5V/div
on channel X), and connect the probes as shown (!!! use the
differential probe for channel X !!!!). The voltage across R1s is
proportional to the current Ip, and at the Drain the voltage is Vos

SET
AB
l3
24
35
42
5l

-20 -



Lesson Bl4: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

R.+ Dl

Jig.B I 4. 19

s

J33

RlE

var/ V6s by adjusting RV8, and check the variation of the curve lp5
: f(Vos)
var/ Vps by adjusting RV5 and note how Ips changes

Displaying the transfer characteristics on an oscilloscope

. produce the circuit of fig.814.20 by connecting jumpers Jlg, Jzl,
J22, J33, J25, J29, J26

. Set the oscilloscope to X-Y mode (0.2 V/div on channel Y, lV/div
on channel X), and connect the probes as shown (!!! use the
differential probe for channel X !!!!). The voltage across Rl8 is
proportional to the current Ip, and on the Gate the r,'oltage is Vcs

02 Rr4 ,r19 J21

24V-

TE

+Y

J33

lR18
+ COl/

-21 -

T6

+Y
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Lesson Bl4: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

Q3

Small signal (ac) amplifier circuit

Calculate the slope of the curve for -2V< V65 < -0.5V, which
represents B* : AIo / AVcs. You will find a value of grn eQual to
some mA/V

From the display, note some characteristic points of the curve Is-Y6s.
,For V6s<Vp what ls Io'l

SET
AB
16
25
32
43
51

10 mA
12 mA
0mA
5mA
2mA

o Adjust the variable power supply voltage Vcc to 24V.
. Connect jumpers J23, J24, J29, J27, J34, J36, J22, J18, to produce the

circuit of figure Bl4.2l
o corrlect the oscilloscope as shown in the figure, to display the input

(v1) and output signals (vo) of the circuit
. uSe RV6 to adjust the input signal to I Vpp
. vov RV9 until you obtain the best possible sine wave on the output
. vory trimmer RV6, to increase the input voltage, and note the output

signal distortion
. rleoSUre the peak-to-peak value of the output signal in absence of

distortion
. calculate the amplification of the signal Gr: vo/vi

c6

-)) -

.fig.8 ta.2 t
+ CoM



Lesson Bl4: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFEC'I TRANSISTORS

Q4 What is the approximate amplification?

SET
AB
13l
242
365
4tl0
5250

Constant current generator

Adjust the variable power supply voltage lo +24 Vdc. Connect
jumpers Jl8, J21, J3l, J34, the ammeter between points 23 and 24
and the oscilloscope as shown (!!! use the differential probe !!!), to
produce the circuit of figure 814.22

fig.B 1a.22

. minimize the resistance value of RV9 and measure the current into
the circuit

. vory RV9 and note if the current remains constant. Note also the
behaviour of the voltages Vos and Vpye (across the trimmer) on the
oscilloscope

Q5 How do the two voltages change as the resistance o.f RVg increases?

J21J18

SET
AB
t4
25
32
4l
53

the two voltages stay the same

the two voltages decrease
the two voltages increase
the voltage Vps increases, the other decreases

the voltage Vps stays constant, the other increases

-11 -
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Lesson B14: JFET and MOSFET FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

a on-boardSISI Turn switch S8 ON

3 srsz Press /NS

Q6 What happens to the circuit ?

SET
AB
l5
2t
34
42
53

the FET is open
the FET is short-circuited
the power supply voltage has increased
missing power supply of T6 drain
none ofthe above

Turn switch S8 Of'f

814.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q7 What is a "channel" in a FET ?

the region between gate and drain
the region between gate and source
the region between drain and source
the connection between the two gate regions
the input connection to the FET

VDS= 0V
vcs: vp
vcs: o v
v6g:-5v
vpg: -1 v

a resistance
a diode
a capacitor
an inductor
an open switch

SET
AB
t2
25
34
43
5l

Q8 The drain-soLtrce channel is "cut-o.ff' (and so Io : 0) when:
SET
AB
t4
23
31
45
52

Qe In its linear region a FET behaves as:
SET
AB
t2
23
35
4t
54

-24 -



Lesson B I 5: OPTOELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

LESSON 815: OPTOELECTROIUC COMPONENTS

OBJECTIVES

To study the resistance-luminosity characteristic of a photoresistor
To study the current-luminosity characteristic of a photodiode
To analyze the response of a photoresistor to light

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure mod. MLI/EV), lndividual
Control Unit mod.SIS l/SIS2/SIS3 (optional).
experiment module mod.MCM4/EV
multimeter

BI5.I BASIC THEORY

The photoresistor

A photoresistor is a semiconductor device sensitive to electromagnetic
radiation around the visible spectrum (wave-length between 380 and
760 nm). It has a very high resistance value in the dark, and its
resistance drops when light radiation on it increases.

The photoresistor is made from a thin layer of semiconductor material,
often cadmium sulfide (CdS). The incident light radiation gives part of
its energy to the electron-hole pairs, which can reach an energy level
sufficient to enter the conduction band. Consequently there are free
carriers which increase conduction and so the resistance drops. The
number of free carriers generated is approximately proportional to the
intensity of the light radiation.

In practical applications an external voltage is connected across the
photoresistor terminals. The carriers can then cross the device and flow
in the external circuit.

Figure B15.1 shows the typical dependence of the resistance, R, of a

photoresistor on the light intensity measured in lux.

-25 -



Lesson 815: OPTOELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

1

Photodiodes

0,01 0,1 1

/ig. Bt5.t

A photodiode is similar to a norrnal semiconductor diode.
It is constructed so that light incident on the semi-conductor material is
able to reach the junction region. The incident light energy on the
clectron-hole pair breaks thcir links, so the freed electrons are attracted
back to the N type region, and the holes are attracted to the P type
region.

A current (photocurrent) is thus generated by the diode, depending on
the light intensity. The direction of this photocurrent is from the cathode
to the anode; for this reason, in normal applications the photodiode is
reverse biased.

When the photodiode is not illuminated, there is a weak dark current 16

across the junction, which is equal to the leakage current of a normal
reverse biased diode.

When the device is illuminated, the total current lt is the sum of the dark
current 16 and the photocurrent lo:

11:16*Io

Figure 815.2 shows the voltage-current characteristics of a photodiode,
at different values of incident light energy.

r(A)

J0 20
+-

fi9.815.2

100
Volt

1 600 Lu

-26-
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Lesson Bl5: OPTOELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Phototransistors

A phototransistor is similar to a normal BJT transistor, with three layers
of doped semiconductor materials, NPN or PNP.

The light radiation is concentrated onto the region near the collector-
base junction. To understand the operation of an NPN phototransistor,
suppose that the base-emitter junction is forward biased, while the
collector-base is reverse biased. This is obtained applying a voltage V6E
with the collector at a higher potential than the base. With this biasing,
the transistor operates in the active region.
Suppose that at start there is no incident radiation.

In this situation, there are only a few thermally generated carriers: the
electrons cross the junction from the base to the collector, and the holes
cross from the collector to the base. Together they constitute the reverse
saturation current [.6o of the collector junction.

The current is given by the equation

Ic: (1+8).I"6o + B.16

where 16 is the base current and B the gain of the transistor.

Supposing the base is open circuit (IU:0), then this equation becomes:

I.: (1+B)'I.6o

Now, if the device is illuminated, more minority carriers are generated
by photoelectric effect. These contribute to the leakage current, in the
same way as carriers generated by thermal effects. If IO is the reverse

leakage current component due to light, the total collector current is:

Ic: (l+8)'(I.6o + lp)

Note that the effect of the radiation on the transistor is to multiply the
current produced by the factor (l+B).

Figure 815.3 shows the "collector voltage-emitter current" curves of a
N-P-N phototransistor for different values of the incident light intensity.
If the base terminal is connected, and a base current 16 flows, the

collector current is increased by the amount 8.16.

-)1 -



Lesson Bl 5: OPTOELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

fig. Bts.3

815.2 EXERCISES

Resistance-light characteristic of the photoresistor

Connect jumper J39, and connect the ohmmeter between points 30
and 31 to produce the circuit of figure 815.4.

fig. Bts.a

photoresistors are made from semiconductor materials, so they are
sensitive to temperature. To minimize the thermal effect of the lamp
on the component, we suggest you carry out the measurement
quickly, starting with the lamp at the closest distance to the
photoresistor, and then progressively moving it away
note the change in resistance as the light source is moved away

? ptctu Disconnect all jumpers

a on-hoardSISL Turn all switches OFF

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 815

+1 2V

-28-
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Lesson Bl5: OPTOELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Ql Ll/hat happens to the resistance?

the resistance increases
the resistance stays constant
the resistance drops
the resistance stays constant at zero
the resistance stays constant, and is infinite

SET
AB
l3
24
3l
45
52

The light intensity striking the photoresistor is proportional to the power
from the light source, and so to its distance. Clearly the closer the
source, the higher is the intensity on the photoresistor. Qualitatively, the
result is similar to that shown in figure Bl5.l.

Light-current characteristic of the photodiode

. Connect jumper J39 and the voltmeter across the resistance R20
(figure B15.5)

Q2

fig.8t5.5

. When light falls on the surface of a photodiode, the diode behaves as

a current generator, i.e. it "supplies" a reverse current proportional to
the light intensity across it. The voltage across R2g is proportional to

the current through it, and hence to photodiode illumination.
. rlloVe the lamp close to the photodiode and measure the voltage

across R26

. rrove the light source further away and repeat the measurements

l(hat happens to the measured voltage as the distance increases?

SET
AB
t4
2t
32
45
53

the voltage increases
the voltage stays constant
the voltage drops
the voltage remains at zero
the voltage stays constant at l2 V

+l 2v +12Y

-29 -
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Phototransistor operation

. Connect jumper J39 and the voltmeter as in figure B15.6

fig.B15.6

measure the collector voltage with lamp off and check if the
transistor conducts (with the lamp off, and with no light, the
phototransistor should be cut off and so the voltage reading should be
close to +12 V)
turn on the lamp and place it close the phototransistor; measure the
collector voltage

Q3 What happens to the voltage when the light is on?

SET
AB
l5
2t
34
42
53

the voltage stays constant
the voltage drops
the voltage increases
the voltage remains at zero
the voltage remains at 12 V

3 on-board SISI Turn switch 39 ON

3 srsz Press rrINSrr

Q4 In these conditions, is it possible to make the phototransistor conduct?

SET
AB
l4
23

no, because the power supply has been disconnected
no, because the base-emitter junction of the phototransistor is
short-circuited
no, because the lamp does not have the necessary power
no, because there is a high resistance connected to the emitter

I
2

C on-boardSISI Turn switch 59 Off

3

4

+l 2V +12Y

-30-
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81s.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q5 A photoresistor is made from ;

SET
AB
I 3 aP-Njunction
2 4 a layer of semiconductor material
3 2 a metal
4 5 an insulating material
5 I a metal-semiconductorjunction

Q6 l4/hat part of the electromagnetic radiation spectrum is the photoresistor
sensitive to?

SET
AB
I 3 infrared
2 I visible
3 4 ultraviolet
4 5 radio waves
5 2 gamma rays

Q7 A photodiode consists of ;

SET
AB
I 4 a metal
2 I a layer of semiconductor material
3 2 aP-Njunction
4 5 a junction between two metals
5 3 none ofthe above

Q8 In normal applications a photodiode :

SET
AB
I 2 is not biased
2 | is forward biased
3 4 is reverse biased
4 3 is biased with an a.c. voltage

-31-
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Q9 Where is the light radiation concentrated, in a phototransistor?

SET
AB
I 3 onto the collector
2 I onto the collector-base junction
3 5 onto the base

4 2 onto the base-emittcr junction
5 4 onto the emitter

Ql0 In the dark the phototransistor collector current is:

SET
AB
I 2 zero
2 4 determined by the leakage current of the C-B junction

generated by thermal effects
3 I determined by the leakage current of the B-E junction

generated by thermal effects.
4 3 determined by the collector-emitter voltage

-32-
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LESSON 816: TEMPERATURE TRANSI}UCERS

OBJECTIVES

. To study the resistance-temperature characteristic of a thermistor

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

816.1 BASIC THEORY

base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSI-PSU/EV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure mod. MU/EV), Individual
Control Unit mod.SISl/SIS2/SIS3 (optional).
experiment module mod.MCM4/EV
multimeter

Thermistors are semiconductor devices whose resistance depends on
temperature.

The thermoresistive effect in semiconductors is very different to the
effect in metals.
In semiconductors, not only the mobility, but - more importantly - the
number of carriers changes with temperature. At low temperatures
electrons and holes do not have sufficient energy to pass from the
valence band into the conduction band

lncreasing the temperature however, gives the carriers enough energy to
overcome the gap between the two bands, so the conductivity increases
with temperature. In other words, when the temperature increases so
does the conductivity, and consequently the resistance of the material
drops.

Semiconductors have a

resistance. For an NTC
temperature is given by:

R1/R2 - e 
B'(l/T1-1/r2)

where:

NTC (negative temperature coefficient) of
material the law connecting the resistance to

a

B: W6/K

R1 and R2 are the resistances at temperatures T1 and T2 respectively
W6 is the energy of the band gap

K is the Boltzmann constant.
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Typical values for B range between 2000 'K and 5600 "K.
The first formula gives:

ln(R1/R2)

B-_
llTyllT2

Figure 816.1 shows a graph of the resistance dependence on
temperature for NTC materials with different values of B.

Finally, note that thermosensitive devices can be produced with positive
temperature coefficients, and so they are called PTC (positive
temperature coeffi cient) materials.

fig.816.1

-34-
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Lesson B l 6: TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS

Disconnect all jumpers

Turn all switches OFf'

Insert lesson code: Bl6

816.2 EXERCISES

Resistance-temperature characteristic of a thermistor

' Produce the circuit in figure ]r^16.2, connecting the ohmmeterbetween points 26-27

+12V

J3E

Rt9

Jig.B 16.2

Measure the resistance of the thermistor at ambient temperature
connect resistance to the power supply voltage by inserting jumper
J38
Note the behavior of the resistance as indicated by the meter, as R19
warTns up

Ql How does the thermistor resistance change cts the temperature
increases?

SET
AB
I 5 it stays constant
2 3 it drops
3 I it drops by a small amount and then increases
4 2 it increases
5 6 it remains at zero
6 4 it becomes infinite

Turn switch 57 ON

Press "INStt

-J5-

3 ptc*u

3 on-hoardSISL

3 srsz

A on-boardSISI

3 srsz



Lesson B 1 6: TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS

Q2 What has happened to the circuit?

resistance R19 has been cooled

the power to R19 has been disconnected

the thermistor has been disconnected
a resistance has been put in parallel with the thermistor
a low value resistance has been put in series with the
thermistor

SET
AB
t4
25
32
4l
53

3 on-boardSIS| Turn switchST OFF

Disconnect J38 and wait for the resistance and thermistor to cool.
Now connect the ohmmeter between points 28-29 to measure the

resistance of a PTC thermistor at ambient temperature
Connect J38 once more and observe the ohmmeter as the temperature
rises

Unlike the previous case, you should find that the resistance of the PTC
increases with temperature. However the temperature coefficient is
positive only within a limited temperature rangel outside it, the
coefficient is negative. A typical behavior is shown in figure 816.3.

fig.816.3

-36-
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Lesson B I 6;TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS

816.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q3 A thermistor is madefrom ;

SET
AB
| 2 a conductor
2 3 a semiconductor
3 5 ap-njunction
4 I a junction of two metals
5 4 an insulating material

Q4 The resistance-temperature characteristic of a NTC thermistor is;

SET
AB
I 5 linear
2 4 quadratic
3 2 exponential
4 3 logarithmic
5 I parabolic

Q5 The resistance of an NTC thermistor:

SET
AB
I 4 drops as the temperature increases
2 3 increases as the temperature increases
3 2 increases as the temperature increases up to OoC, then drops
4 5 drops as the temperature increases up to OoC and then

increases
5 1 remains constant as the temperature is varied

Q6 In a PTC device what happens to the resistance when the temperature
increases?

SET
AB
I 3 it increases
2 5 it drops
3 4 first it increases and then it drops
4 I first it drops and then it increases
5 2 it remains; constant
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LESSON Bl7 z AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS

OBJECTIVES

. To analyze the different configurations (Common Base/
Emitter/Collector)

. To note the behavior of the characteristic curves

. To calculate the static current gain

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

. base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSUiEV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure mod. MU/EV), Individual
Control Unit mod.SIS l/SIS2/SIS3 (optional)

. experiment module mod.MCM4/EV

. oscilloscope

. multimeter

817.1 BASIC THEORY

A transistor amplifier can be connected in three different ways or
configurations. These configurations are called the "common emitter",
"common collector" or "common base", depending on which terminal is
set to ground. That terminal is then the common reference for output and
input.

Common Emitter Amplifier

As seen in fig. Bl7.l, the signal to be amplified is applied to the base
terminal and the amplified output is taken from the collector.

If the applied voltage Vsp increases, the current Is also increases, and so
does the current [s (as 11.: hp6 ' [s).

This increase of lc increases the voltage Vp6 and, as Vps : Vcc - Vcs,
the output voltage V6E decreases. Similarly when Vsp decreases, Vss
increases.

We see that:
. the amplifier is inverting, i.e. if the input voltage increases, the output

voltage decreases and vice versa
. the voltage amplification rises as the value of R6 increases, as a

variation in 16 produces a voltage variation which goes up as Rs
increases.

A common emitter amplifier is the only one with a high current and
voltage gain, and so the power amplification is very high (as P:V.I).
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Lesson B I 7: AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS

RC

0uT

vcE

Jigure Bl7.l Common Emitter amplifier

Jigure 817.2 Common Collector amplifier

figure 817.3 Common Base ampliJier

OUT

VCB

IN

YBE

RC
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Lesson B I 7: AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS

Common collector amplifier

Common Base Amplifier

In this configuration (fig.B17.2), the collector is the common terminal as
it is the only one among the three which is linked to a fixed voltage
(Vcc). However, for ease of reference, the input signal applied to the
base and the output signal taken from the emitter are referred as usual,
to the ground of the circuit (and not to the collector)

As VeE is almost constant in a conducting transistor, any rise or fall of
VrN is transferred onto the emitter and so at the output we have:

Vour: VrN - Vse.

As a result :

. the amplifier is non inverting. If VrN increases, Vsgl increases, too

. the voltage amplification is equal to l, i.e. the emitter voltage
variation is equal to the base variation. This configuration is also
called an emitter follower, because the output follows the input.

The common collector amplifier does not at first seem to be of much
use, as it does not ampliff the input voltage. However it is widely used,
because it has high input impedance and a low output impedance.
Consequently it can handle input signals from a source of high
impedance, and still deliver an ouput to a low impedance load. In other
words, it is an impedance matcher.

ln this configuration, whose general features are seen in fig. B17.3, the
signal to be amplified is applied to the emitter and the amplified output
is taken from the collector.

When the input voltage Vgs (which must always be negative) increases,
this means that Vsp drops, the current Is increases, too, and so does the
current Is As Vcs : Vcc - Rc'16, the output voltage increases.

Similarly, when VEs drops, Vc.s drops, too.

Note that:
. the amplifier is non inverting
. the voltage gain is proportional to the value of R5
. the input circuit, as it is crossed by the emitter current IE, has a very

low impedance.

This configuration is particularly used in radio frequency circuits as the
input impedance, in the order of tens of Ohm, matches the 50 Ohm
characteristic impedance of antennas and transmission lines.

-40-



Lesson B I 7: AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS

Summary table

The following table gives the expressions related to the characteristic
parameters of the three typical amplifier configurations of transistors,
where:
. R5 is the output resistance of the signal to be amplified (s: source). r" is a parameter which is approx. 25myllr.

Common
emitter

Common
collector

Common
base

Input imperJance
RrN

0'r" - low F'RE - very high r" - very low

Output impedance
Rour

R6 - high (Rs /pylRE - very
low

Rc - high

Current gain (maximum)
Ai

B - high B high unity

Voltage gain
Av

fu/r" - high unity R6/r" - high

Power gain
Ap

Ai 'Av - very high Ai - high Av high

Phase relation
between Vn and Vour

I 90" 00 00
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A acat Disconnect all jumpers

? on-board SISI Turn all switches Of'F

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 817

817.2 EXERCISES

Common emitter circuit

Curue VM : "f (l n) with VgE held constant

Voltage and current measurements will be required on some circuits. I.f'
only a single multimeter is available, this will be used sometimes as a
voltmeter or at other times as ammeter. lYhen used as a voltmeter,
remember to short-circuit the points of the circuit where the ammeter
would be inserted.

. Connect jumpers Jl, J8, J6, the ammeter between 3-4 and the
voltmeter (or the oscilloscope) between 4-8 to produce the circuit of
frg.Bl7.4

. measure the

the table:

Jig.B t 7.a

voltage Vgg for each value of the current Ig shown in

. Plot the characteristic curve VBE :
example in the next figure)

+vcc

Is [pA] 0 5 l0 20 40 80 100 300 500

Vsp [mV]

-42-
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Lesson B l7: AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS

Ql The curve produced has a characteristic similar to a :

SET
AB
13
24
32
46
51
65

resistance
UJT
diode
PTC
SCR
NTC

. calculate, at some point on the linear conduction region of the base-
emitter junction, the static input resistance: Rre: Vae/Is

. you should obtain a value of some thousands of Ohms for Rre. A

::rffi::.:*itter 
circuit has an average value for its static input

Curve IC : "f (VCd for constant I g

. Connect jumpers J2, J6, J8, and the meters as indicated in fig.B17.5.
The voltage Vgg can also be measured with an oscilloscope

.fi4.817.s
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. adjust Vgg to 0V, and tg to 20 pA

. increase the variable voltage Vg6. Measure

for the values of Vgg shown in the following

the collector current

table:

lg

vce lvl 0.1 0.5 I 5 8

Is tmA l

Is: 20 pA

Is:40 pA

Is :80 pA

. Plot a curve Ic : (VcE) for each value of Is, and describe the
behavior.

The collector current Ig increases rapidly *-ith the voltage Vgs (when
this is low), to become a linear,(almost horizontal), function of Vgs
and proportional to the base current Ia. For small values of Is, the
cutnes are parallel in the linear region. For values of Is over mA, the
current Ig tends to take values proportional to the collector voltage
Vcs. In the linear region the static output resistance is high.

. For VcE = 5 V calculate, from the previous table, the static current
gain hps : Ic I Is for each pair of values (Ic, Ie). Complete the
following table with the data:

ls [pAl 20 40 80

Ic [mA ]

hpe

The value .found depends on Ig,
increases with Is to a certain value,

finally it decreases.

and in particular it gradually
dependent on the transistor, then

3 on-boardSlSl Turn switch 52 ON

C srsz Press I'INSrr
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Q2 From measurements of the currents ond voltages on the transistor we
can say lhat:

SET
AB
l5
23
34
42
the
51

a higher resistance Rg has been inserted
the VgE has been increased by changing V6,g
the base-emitter junction has been short-circuited
a resistance has been inserted in series with the emitter and
circuit is not a common emitter anymore
the emitter circuit is open-circuit and so 16 has been reduced
to zero

Turn switch32 OFF

Common base circuit

Curve VZA :.f (ld with Vgg held constant

connect the instruments as shown in the diagram of fig.B17.6. The
voltages can also be measured with the oscilloicope

. keeping V6s constant
the values of IE given
RV2

at 0.5 V, measure
in the next table,

the emitter voltage Ves for
and obtained by adjusting

fig.B 17.6

IE tmA I 0 0.05 0.1 0.3 0.s I

Vee ImV]

. plot the input characteristic VEg: f(tE) for V6s : 0.5V.

-45-
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SET
AB
| 2 it is very high
2 4 it depends on 16 and takes very different values

3 I it is less than I KC)
4 5 il remains at zero

5 3 it is infinite

Curue IC:f UCt)Jbr constant Ig

Q3 What is the input resistance.for this conJiguration, in the linear region
?

. Set Vcc to 0 V and IE to 3 mA initially, by adjusting RV2

. lncrease Vcc and calculate the collector current Ic , by measuring the
voltage across resistance R4 (lKohm), for each value of Vcs in the

following table:

. repeat these measurements for [s: 1 mr{

. draw the curve of lc:f(Vcs)

. cofilp&re the results of the output characteristics for the common base

and common emitter connection
. calculate from the linear region of the curve [6:f(V6s) the static

output resistance: Ros : Vcs/Ic on the characteristic at Ie: 3 mA.

Q4 ll/hat is the calculated output resistance?

SET
AB
I 5 it is zero

2 | it lies between 10 and 100 Q
3 2 approx. 100 Kf)
4 3 it lies between 1 K() and l0 KO
5 4 over 10 MO

vcs tvl 0 1 2 J Ie (mA)

3

I

Ic (mA)
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Common collector circuit

Cune VCg : "f (IA) for constant VCE

Connect jumpers Jl,
figure 817.7. The
oscilloscope

J6, J7, J4, and the meters as in the circuit of
voltages can also be measured with the

+Vcc

fig.B 17.7

. adjust Vcc to obtain Vce: 5V

. vory RVI to obtain the current values Is shown, keeping V6g : 5 V
constant. Measure the voltage V6s for each value ol ls:

la tpAl o s lo 30 so VcE IV]

5

l0

Vcs IV]

repeat these measurements for Vss : l0V
plot the characteristic input curyes for each value of v6E and describe
their behavior

ver
(rv)

500

500-

200-

1 00-

0
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The curve Vce : ,f (Is) depends on VsE, and between B and E there is

basically a diode. Once the base emitter junction is forward biased Vaz

is constant at about 0.7V, so Vgs is constant, and equal to (Vqe - Vail

. using the equation Rrc : Vce / Ie calculate the input resistance, R16

Q5 What is the calculated input resistance of the common collector circuit ?

SET
AB
I 3 zero
2 I in the order of 100 O
3 4 in the order of 100 K-f)
4 5 aroundlMO
5 2 infinite

Curve IO : J(Ved for constant Ig

The.following measurements can only be made ,f t*o ammeters and a
voltmeter are available.

. Connect jumpers J2, J7,

ligure 817.8
J4, and the meters to produce the circuit of

+12Y *Vcc

J4

. adjust Vcc to 0V and
the emitter current Is

.fiq.817.8

Is to 80pA. Gradually increasing Vcc, measure
for each value of Vc.s in the next table

R3

6

VcE tv I 0 0.1 0.3 0.5 I 5 10 Is [pA]
80

50

IE (mA)

. Repeat the measurements for Ie: 50 pA
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. Plot the characteristic output curve for each value of Is

From the graphs you can note that, when the transistor starts
conducting, IE remains almost constant rf vqe is more than about 0.5v.

817.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q6 or con/igurations are there .for a

Q7 Ilthich are the input pctrameters for an NpN transistor with common
base connection?

How many possible connections,
transistor?

SET
AB
t4l
212
363
4s4
5){
636

SET
AB
13
2t
32
45
54

VBE, IB
VBC, IB
VEB, IE
VCE, IC

VEC,IB
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Q8

Qe

SET
AB
l3
2l
35
42
54

lYhich are the input parameters Jbr a PNP transistor connected in a
co mmon c o I I e cto r c o n/iguration?

VBE, IB

VBC, IB

VEB' IE

VCE, IC

VCE, [B

Which are the output parameters a NPN transistor in common collector
connection:

VCB, IC

VEC,IE
VCE, IC

VCE,IB
VBE, IB

SET
AB
t2
23
35
4l
54
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Lesson Bl8: Ttu\NSISTOR BIASING

OBJECTIVES

I,E$SSN B18r TRANSI$TOR nrasruC

' To determine the operating point and its position on the load line. To understand class A, B and C biasing

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

' base unit for the tpES system (power supply mod.pSl-pSU/EV orPSLC/EV, modure holder structure moa. rvri-l)gv), Individual controrUnit mod.SISl/SIS2/SIS3 (optional)
. experiment module mod.MCM4/EV
. oscilloscope
. multimeter
. function generator

BI8.I BASIC THEORY

To bias a transistor means to fix the dc voltages and the currents so that
they take a certain value, which corresponds a well defined point called
the "Q", "quiescent,' or ,'operating" point of the circuit.

The bias network consists of a number of components connected to the
active device, to ensure its operation at the required point.

Biasing of a common emitter transistor

Circuit and output characteristic

A bias circuit for a common emitter amplifier is shown in figure Blg.l.
The- external components are chosen ,o u, to fix the variables 16., vcs, Isto the required values. The three values, Icq_VcEq-Inq, define the ,,e
point" of the transistor,

VBE

Jigure 818.2.figure Bl8.l

-51 -
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Lesson B18: TRANSISTOR BIASING

Determining the bias comqonents

To work out the component values needed to bias a transistor correctly,

two methods can be used: a graphical one using the characteristic

curves, or an analytical one.

Analytical method
1. Calculate the collector resistance fu using the equation (Vcc : Vce

+ Rc ' [s). Rearranging this gives:

Rc: (Vcc - VsEq)/lgq 818.1

where Vcc is the power supply voltage

2. From the following equation, calculate the base current lsq which

produces a collector current I6q:

r _r /B 818.2IBQ - rCQ i

where B is the transistor current gain

3. Calculate the base resistance Rs using the equation

Vea : VsE +Rs ' Is :

Ra: (Ves - 0.7) / lBa 818'3

where 0.7V is the Vssq of the transistor, and Vss is the dc voltage

on the Base.

Graphical method
The "load line" of a bias circuit is defined as the line on the output

characteristic of the transistor connecting the point (Vcprnr, 0) to the

point (0, Icru,). VcEu is the max. voltage between collector and emitter,

and is equal to the power supply voltage Vcc, and I6.u1 is the max.

collector current, called "saturation current" (Ic : [cru, for Vce : 0 Volt).

1. mark the "Q" point on the output characteristic

2. the value of 16.u1 is determined, by drawing the load line to cut

through the Q point and (V6sy , 0) (figure B 18.3)

3. the collector resistance R6 is calculated from the formula for the

equation of the load line (Vcc: V6E +R6 ' Is):

Rs: Vcc / 16,u1 818.4

4. the value of Isq is found from the output characteristic, where the

curve Ic : fffcE) crosses the Q point ([cq , Vctq)
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Lesson B18: TRANSISTOR BIASING

5. the value of vsEg which corresponds to Isq is determined from the
input characteristic VsE: f(Ia)

6. Rs is calculated using the equation relating the base and emitter
voltages

Vss : VsE * Re ' le , from which

Rs : (Vss - VBEa) / IBa 818.5

vcrQ vcc vcEu

./ig.B 18.3

Operating regions of the transistor

In the output characteristic I. : f(vce) we can define three different
operating regions of the transistor (fig.Blg.4):
' region I: Vse is equal to 0 volt and Ic takes very low values; vcs

depends only on the power supply voltage vcc. In these operating
conditions the transistor is ',cut off " or "blocked,'

. region II: 16 is a linear function of Is and is practically independent
of vc'. In these conditions the transistor is in its "active" region. region III: Yce takes very low values and 16 depends only on the
power supply voltage and the collector resistance Rc (Ic.u, :ycc I
R6). The transistor is fully on or in its "saturation" region.

SATU RATION

.fig.818.a

-53-
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Lesson Bl8: TRANSISTOR BIASING

Bias circuit with a single power supply

The circuit of figure Bl8.l can be obtained with a single power supply
using a suitable potential divider (figure 818.5). The previous formulae
for the determination of the Q point remain valid if the following
substitutions are used:

Ves: Vcc'R2 / (R2+Rl)

Re: Rl . R2 / (Rl+R2)

Rl :Rs'Vcc/Vee

R2 : Rs' Vcc / (Vcc - Vss)

B 18.6

B 18.7

818.8

B18.9

Classes of Operation

*Vcc

Transistor amplifier circuits can be classified using the general transfer
characteristic as shown in figure B18.6.

fig.B 18.6

The signals to be amplified are normally time variable (ac). ln some
applications, only a part of the input wave is to be amplified; this is
possible if a suitable point on the characteristic is chosen. The different
operating modes can be put into three categories, called "class A", "class
B" and "class C".

The operating point in the class A is located in the center of the straight
section of the transfer curve. In this case, if base current excursions
(caused by the input signal) stay within the linear region, the wave-

Jig.B 18.5

Class A
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Lesson Bl8: TRANSISTOR BIASING

form across the output of the amplifier faithfully reproduces that of the
input signal.
It follows that the collector current flows for the entire duration of the
input signal cycle, and its average value is constant, and equal to that in
the Q state. Figure 818.7 shows an example of amplification with a
transistor biased for class A operation.

Jig. B t 8.7

As jhe linear range over which the base and colrector currents can varyis limited, it follows that it is not possible to .,extract,, all the power
possible from the transistor. This max. power corresponds to the max.
excursion possible of the collector current, i.e. from iero to saturation.
The result is that the efficiency of the amplifier, delined as the ratio
between the power supplied to the output (po) and the power taken from
the supply (Vcc . I6q), is very low.

Class B

ln this case, the Q point is placed close to the cut-off point of the
transistor, so the collector current is very low (with no input signal). In
the pres_ence of a signal the current flows only during the positive part of
the applied signal. The negative part of the input si"gnat i. t.r, than the
cut off value, and causes a complete cut-ofr of the collector current.
Figure B18.8 shows this class B method of operation.

-1
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Lesson 818: TRANSISTOR BIASING

Class C

With an alternating signal, the collector current flows only for half a

period, i.e. 180 degrees. This angle is called the conduction angle' To

reconstruct the signal requires two transistors, conduct alternately: one

for each half cycle. The typical efficiency of the class B operation is

higher than class A.

ln class C, the operating point is moved even lower than the cut-off
point. The transistor supplies an output signal only if the input signal is
at some point sufficiently large to exceed the cut off threshold. The

conduction angle is further reduced compared to class B, being even less

than 180 degrees. The collector current pulses are very narrow, with a

duration less than half a period long. Figure B18.9 shows an example of
class C amplification.

/ig.B 18.9

Although a class C amplifier produces a

signal, it can operate with high efficiency.
huge distortion in the output
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818.2 EXERCISES

Disconnect all jumpers

Turn all switches OFF

Insert lesson code: Blg

voltage and current measurements wiil be required on some circuits. Ifonly a single murtimeter is avairabre, this wifu be used sometimes as avoltmeter or at other times as ammeter. I{hen used as a vortmeter,
remember to short-circuit the points oJ'the circuit where the ammeterwould be inserted.

Voltage and current measurements at the operating (e) point

' Produce the circuit of fig.Brg.l0, connecting the jumpers JZ, J6, Jgand the meters- The voltage measurement can be made with the
oscilloscope

+12y

J2

Fig.B 18. t 0

. adjust Vcc to 20V, and using RVl, set [s to 0. increase Ie to obtain Ic =20 mA and Vce =10 V

These settings bias the transistor at a e point defined by:

. Iee =100 pA
' Ice =20 mA

' VcEet l0V
. from the load line equation Vcc:V6Ea + R2 Icq ,

saturation current I6.u1
. check this result practically by varying Ie with RVl.

the safuration current Ic,ut ,try to make Is > 0.I mA.. Determine the cut-off voltage V6pp1 also, doing your
Is:0

calculate the

To determine

best to make
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Lesson B18: TRANSISTOR BIASING

Ql What is the voltage Vcv in saturation conditions (Vcr*) ?

SET
AB
t 4 lov
2 5 7Y
362V
4 2 5V
s 3 lV
6 I 0.2Y

Connect jumpers J10, Jl l, Jl4, J16, and the ammeter between points

20 and 21 as in figure B 18. I 1.

Adjust the function generator for a sine signal with amplitude 0 mV
peak-to-peak and 1 KHz-frequency.

fig. Bt8.tt

set Vcc :20Y and adjust RV3 to obtain Isq =10 mA

kltith no signal from generotor G, the channel 2 of the oscilloscope

displays a constant voltage equal /o V6pq + R10 ' Iqq

progressively increase the amplitude of the signal supplied by the

generator, until there is 50 mV peak-to-peak on channel I of the

oscilloscope
note the output voltage on channel 2

Class A amplifier
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Q2 Ilhat is the behavior o/'the output signal?

Q3

2'Ycc
Vcc-R9'Is6
Vcc
Yccl2
Yccl4
R9 . Ico

the signal is a sine wave overlaid on a d.c. bias component
the signal is sine wave with zero ayerage value
the signal is triangular wave
the signal is square-wave
the signal is sine wave with frequency double that of the input
signal

Due to the signal applied to the Base of the transistor, we can say that
the instantaneous e point "moves" along the load line, producing a
variable signal vce across the output. The excursions of'the e point
on the load line are symmetrical with respect to the bias varues vc,eq
and Isq.

. Move the channel 2 of the oscilloscope to the other side of capacitor
C2, and display the output signal again

You will see that capacitor c2 enables us to decoupre the output
signal, that is to remove the dc component Vs6q

'_ Increase the amplitude of the input signal, and note the behavior ofthe output signal on the oscilloscope

when the input voltage increases, the output signal has distortions,
due to the fact that the excursions of the q p-oint then reach the
saturation regions

To obtain the max. signal without distortion at the output, what should
Ygeq be, in theory?

SET
AB
l3
25
3t
42
54

SET
AB
t6
2t
34
42
53
65
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Amplifiers in class B and C

. In the circuit of fig.Bl8.ll, adjust lsq to about 5 mA by means of
RV3

. adjust the function generator for a sine wave signal with 50mV
amplitude peak-to-peak and lKHz frequency

. Set channel 2 of the oscilloscope to DC

. slowly increase the bias voltage Vq6q and reducing Isq , observing
the behavior of the output voltage at the collector

Q4 How does the displayed signal change?

SET
AB
1 5 the signal becomes triangular
2 3 the signal is zero
3 4 the signal doubles its frequency
4 | the signal becomes square-wave
5 2 the signal becomes distorted

This is because the transistor starts entering cut-off. lf lsq continues
to decrease, you will see a signal corresponding only to the positive
half-waves of the input signal, which may raise the Q point above the

cut-off rcgion of the transistor.

The circuit now operates in class B, and so only the positive half
waves of the input signal are amplified.

. reduce Isq again, and check the voltage across the transistor

For a low value of Isq the output signal can become zero, if the input
signal does not have sufficient amplitude to take the transistor
outside the cut-off region. If the circuit amplifies only a small part of
the positive half wave (conduction angle < l80o), then the operation
is in class C.
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818.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q5 What does it mean to bias a transistor?

23

to adjust the parameters Is, Vcc and R6 to obtain the max.
voltage and current gain
to adjust a circuit so that, at the operating point, the values of
the ouput voltage and current are indepe=ndent of the input
ones
to adjust a circuit so that, at the operating point, the output
and input voltages and currents take fixe-cl values
to eliminate the dependence of the circuit,s operation on
temperature
to take the power supply voltage of the circuit to the optimum
value

Q6 The operation class of an amplifier clepends on:

the device used
the amplification value
the excursion of the signal which is needed
the power supply voltage
the biasing

Q7

Q8

SET
AB
t4

SET
AB
l3
24
35
4t
52

In a common emitter amplifier, the e point (ygeq ,Ige) and the power
supply voltage Ycc are known. what is the collectir res-istance Rg ?

SET
AB
1 4 (Vcc-Vqeq)/I6q
2 3 (Ves-VBEa)/tBa
3 I Vceq/lcq
4 5 Vcc-Vss/Isq
5 2 Vcc-Vss/Icq

A single transistor amprifier produces an output signar which Jaithfuilyrepresents the input signal. What is its operating class?

SET
AB
t2A
23 B
45A-B
54A-C
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LESSON BI9: Q POINT STABILIZATION

OBJECTIVES

. To study the self-heating effect of the collector current 16 and the
effect of temperature on the base-emitter voltage Vss

. To measure the gain variation in a common emitter amplifier with an
emitter resistor

. To vary the output resistance of a circuit with collector-base
resistance

. To stabilize the effect of the collector-base resistance

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

. base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSI-PSU/EV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure mod. MU/EV), Individual
Control Unit mod. SlSl/SIS2/SI53 (optional).

. experiment module mod.MCM4/EV

. oscilloscope

. multimeter

. function generator

819.1 BASIC THEORY

The Q point of a transistor can vary due to:
. temperature
. aging
. replacing the component (the characteristics of transistors, even of
the same type have a large statistical spread).

Thermal effects

The collector current causes a power dissipation which results in an
increase of the junction temperature.

The collector leakage current I6s6 is proportional to the junction
temperature: we can say that it doubles for every 10o rise in
temperature. As the collector current [g is equal to Iss6 + o . [e, the total
collector current increases with the leakage current and so with the
junction temperature.

Also the Base-Emitter voltage Vss depends on temperature. When the
temperature increases Vs6 drops by about 2.5 mYl"C.It follows that Is
increases with temperature, and so [6 also increases.
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Stabilization circuit with emitter resistor

one of the simplest ways to stabilize the operating point is to add a
resistance RE onto the emitter (figure Bl9.l).

Suppose for example that I6q increases, then the voltage drop across RE
increases; it follows that the voltage vssq falls, and- with it the base
current Isq, causing [s to decrease. This is an example of negative
feedback.

Stabilization circuit with collector-base resistance

The circuit of figure 819.2 also helps stabilize rhe e point. If the
collector current increases the voltage drop across R. increases too,
which reduces the collector voltage VcE : Vcc _ Ic.Rc.. As Is is upp.o^.
Vce / Re [actually ts : (Vcs - Vss)/Rp], there is a reducrion in thl base
curent and so the collector current 16 tends to decrease.

fig.Bt9.t
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Circuit with emitter resistance: stability parameters

Influence of ICBO Suppose for the moment that the only variable parameter is the reverse

current of the base-collector junction (Icso): the current stability (Si) of
the circuit is given by:

AIc B'(RB+RE)
si:- 819.1

Alceo (Re+F'RE)
or:

Re B'(Si - l)
8r9.2

RE (B- Si)

Note that the smaller Si is, the higher is the stability. A stability factor Si
< 10 characterizes a good circuit - which in this case gives Rs < 9' RE .

Inlluence of Vsr
Suppose now that the only variable is Vs6, with Icso and B constant.

The stability voltage factor (Sv) is equal to:

AIc I

sv: _ 819.3
AVse RB/B + RE

You can say that a good circuit has a voltage stability less than l0o/o.ln
this case, with the Rs < 9'RE the formula becomes:

Sv: -llRe 819.4

This formula can be rearranged as :

o,: 
- 

AV'E' 
81e.5

Ic RE'Ic

The stability is max. in this case for the max. value of Rs ' lc. A
variation of 5-10 %o of Ic due to the variation of Vsp is usually
acceptable. From equation B 19.5, this will be the case if :

RE'Ic = 10-20' lVsel
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Inlluence of the gain p

General guide

AIc
sp

^B

RE ' Ic: Vcc/10

Ra:9'Re

Re:30 ' Rs

Suppose that the single variable is B with vsE and I6s6 constanti the
gain stability factor can be expressed as:

Ic' Siz

Bl .(l+82)
8t9.7

where Siz is calculated with equation 819.1 for B:B2. From this
equation you can find Ra/RE calculating Siz , if B I and p2 are known.

For a germanium transistor, a value of S in the order of 10 generally
ensures a good stability for the current l6ss. In this case the effects of
variations in B are much reduced. tn absence of data you can aim for a
voltage drop across R5 eQual to l/10 0f the po*.r supply voltage
(corresponding to RE nine times less than Rs)

For a silicon transistor, the stability of the e point essentially depends
on the gain B, while the effect of Iss6 can be neglected. In absence of
data, an emitter resistance can be chosen 30 times less than the base one:

B 19.8

B19.9

Bl9.l0
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Effect of stabilization on the signal

The dynamic operation of an amplifier is altered by the stabilization
network; in particular, the voltage amplification is considerably reduced.

This eflect can be overcome by making the stabilization network
"invisible" for dynamic (ac) operation:

. in the circuit of fig. 819.3, the emitter is connected to ground (for the
a.c. signal), by inserting a capacitor in parallel with RE

. in the circuit of fig. 819.4, the mid point of Rp is set to ground by
inserting a capacitor

Jigure 819.3 figure 819.4
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819.2 EXERCISES

? rucrut Disconnect all jumpers

Turn all switches OFF

,rr*, -sm.r*r -,

3 on-board SISI

3 srsz

Stabilization circuit with

Obsertation of the
e.lfects of
temperatur€ .

Rr

voltage and current measurements will be required on some circuits. If
only a single multimeter is available, this wiil be used sometimes as a
voltmeter or at other times as ammeter. when usecl as o voltmeter,
remember to short-circuit the points of the circuit where the ammeter
would be inserted.

Connect jumpers JlO, Jll, Jl5, and the meters as in figure 819.5,
with Vcc set to 20 V
Adjust trimmer RV3 make Ic about l0 mA
connect jumper JT for a couple of minutes, to connect power to the
heating resistor and heat up T5
note how the voltage vaE and current 16 change when the
temperature increases. Lastly, disconnect jumper JT

J14

R10

-67 -
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Ql Wen the temperature increases what happens to this voltage and
current?

SET
AB
I 3 the two variables are unaltered
2 5 the current drops and the voltage increases
3 I the current stays constant and the voltage drops
4 2 the current increases and the voltage drops
5 4 the current goes to zero and the voltage increases

. Disconnect jumper J15 and connect the resistance Rl0 by inserting
Jt4

. adjust trimmer RV3, to take the collector current to 10 mA
o cohfloct JT again and repeat the last measurement

Due to the stabilization effect of RE: 100 O set in the emitter, you
should find that the variation of Vss and Ic are much smaller

. corrflect the ammeter across Jl I and measure the base current Ig
when the collector current is 10 mA

. calculate the static current gain hps : 16 / Is r B

Q2 What is the calculated current gain?

SET
AB
I 5 heE:0-1
2 3 hre:1-50
3 4 hee:50-90
4 2 hFE:90-150
5 I hee>150

. Disconnect jumpers Jl0, Jl1 and measure the resistance RsN{

between the central terminal of the trimmer and ground
. calculate the equivalent base resistance Rs using B18.7:

ReN{ ' [(RV3 - Rsr'{) +R6 ]
Rs:

RV3 + R6

. with the values of B and Rs determined above and using equation
819.3 calculate the stability factor Sv.
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Q3 What is the stabilityfactor Sv ?

SET
AB
I 6 betweenland2
2 5 between2and3
3 4 between -l and 0
4 | between 20 and 30
5 3 between l0 and 20
6 2 between 0 and I

Effect of RB on the gain of an amplifier

+1 2V

' connect jumpers Jl l, Jl5, Jl0 and the ammeterto produce the circuit
shown in figure B19.6

R

:ct

R7

1E
Jt6

c3

+ COll

. Disconnect jumper Jl5 and connect Jl4, to insert the resistor RlO
into the emitter

. adjust RV3 to get I6q: 10 mA
' meosUre the output signal's voltage again and calculate the

amplification for the modified circuit.

fig.B 19.6

set Vcc:20 V and adjust RV3 to obtain I6q: l0 mA
adjust the function generator to a sine wave signal with amplitude of
50 mV peak-to-peak and lKHz-frequency
measure the peak-to peak voltage of the output signal on channel 2 of
the oscilloscope, and calculate the voltage amplification Av of the
circuit:

Av Vout/Vin

The value of Av is about 300, although this value can vary, and
depends on the hpg of the transistor

-69-
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Q4 The amplification has changed compared to the Jbrmer circuit. Which
has caused the change?

SET
AB
I 3 the insertion of Rg which introduces a reaction in the circuit

and increases the amplification
2 5 the insertion of Rp which increases the stability but reduces

the amplification
3 I an increase ofthe signal generator voltage
4 2 an increase of the transistor temperature
5 4 none ofthe above

Effect of the decoupling capacitor

. In the last circuit, connect jumper Jl6 to insert capacitor C3 in
parallel with R10

. with the oscilloscope, measure the amplitude of the output signal, and

calculate the voltage amplification
. colrpofe this result with that obtained in the last chapter

The insertion of the decoupling capacitor C3 eliminates the feedback
eLfect for the ac component of the signal. This gives a high gain (/br ac)
once more, similar to the gain that was obtained without Rs

A on-boardSISL Turn switch 53 ON

3 srsz Press rrINStt

Q5 From measurements on the circuit, what.fault has been inserted?

SET
AB
| 4 the collector and the emitter of T5 are short-circuited
2 5 the circuit on the base of T5 is disconnected
3 I the base and the emitter of T5 are short-circuited
4 3 the resistance RlO has been increased
5 2 the resistance R9 is disconnected

A on-board SISI Turn switch 53 O.FF
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Stabilization circuit with collector-base resistance

. Connect jumpers Jl2, Jl5 and the ammeter as in figure Blg.7

. Adjust voltage Vcc get a current Igq of 5 mA

. coflrlect jumper JT for a few seconds, to provide power to the heating
resistor and heat up transistor T5

' note the behavior of the current IC as the temperature increases. Then
disconnect jumper JT and allow transistor T5 to cool

. disconnect jumper Jl2 and comect Jl0 and Jl I

. adjust trimmer RV3, and take the collector current to 5 mA. insert JT again and repeat the last measurement

The variations o.f Ig are smaller when the feedbac,k resistor Rg ls
inserted.

819.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q6 The purpose of the emitter resistance R6 is to:

SET
AB
t4
25
3l
42
53

decrease the temperature of the collector-emitter junction
make the circuit less sensitive to temperafure variations
calculate the emitter current
isolate the emitter from the circuit ground
protect the emitter from stray voltage pulses

./ig.B 19.7
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Q7 The stability of the operating point of a transistor is improved by
inserting a :

SET
AB
I 3 resistance between base and emitter and capacitance between

emitter and ground
2 5 resistance between emitter and ground or capacitance between

emitter and ground
3 2 resistance between collector and power supply
4 I resistance between emitter and ground or resistance between

sollector and base

5 4 resistance betwcen collector and base or capacitance between
emitter and ground

Q8 A circuit has a good stability when Si is:

SET
AB
| 2 less than the l0%
2 4 more than the l0%
3 I equal to the gain hpE

4 5 2.RB/RE

5 3 calculated as operating point in the saturation region

Q9 The operating point of a silicon transistor is stabilized with an emitter
resistance Re. IVhat is a Qpical value.for Rs ?

SET
AB
I 3 RE:Ra/9
2 5 RE:RB/30
3 4 R6:Vcc/(10'16)
4 | I-10'[s
5 2 Vcc:2'Vcu
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Appendix "A": SyMBOLS USED

APPEI\DIX "A"! SYMBOLS USED

The following points sum up the notation used for the voltages and
currents.

2.

1. The instantaneous values of the variables varying in time are
represented with small letters ("v" for the voltage fr6 "i,' for the
current)

the average value of the variables in time, or quantities which
remain constant, are represented by the corresponding capital
letters ("V" for the voltage and ,'I" for the current)

the terminals of a device are identified by the first capital retter of
the name of the terminal (B:Base; D:Driin, etc.)

the currents in a device have an index letter corresponding to the
terminal to which they refer to (e.g.: is, Is, i6, Base currenti ir, lr,
i6, Drain currents). The vortages between two terminars are
identified by the indexes indicating those terminals (e.g.: vbe, vBE,Var, - voltage between Base and Emitter)

the maximum value and the average value have the index in
capitals (e.g.: is, ls for the currents; vse, VsE for the voltages)

the index for ac, or incremental components is in small retters
(e.g.: i6 for the currents; vs. for the voltages).

the power supply voltage is usually indicated by repeating the
capital index of the electrode to which it refers to, e.gl V6g
(although this symbor is sometimes used indiscriminately" when
the power is applied to other terminals, such as the Drain or
Anode)

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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APPEIYDIX II3II. DATA SHEETS

transistor NPN BC337
transistor PNP 8C327
JFET BF245
phototransistor TIL8I
photodiode TIL100
photoresistor NSL467
RTD PTC thermistor
RTD NTC thermistor

-77 -
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8C337, 8C338

NPN Slllcon Epltrrhl pl.n , Trrnrtltort
lor switching and arnplifier applications. Esp€cially suitable ,or
AF-drivor stages and low power output stageg.

Th€se typos are also avatlable subdividad into threo groups
- 16, -25 and -40, according to th€ir OC cunent gain. As comple-
mentary typos the PNP transistors 8C327 and BC32g are
recommended.

On spscial raguost these transistors are also manuractured
in th6 pinconfiguralion fO-18.

F

il

H
ilttd
L-lt

Plastac package lOO3
accorcling to DtN 41870 (= TO-92)
The caso is imp€rvious ro light

Weight approrimate,y 0.lg g
Oimensiom in mm

Abrolut lLrlmumF.tlngr

Collecior Emifter Vottago BC3:lT
BC33E

Colloctor Emitter Voltage BC3ir7
8C338

Powor Olssipaiion at T{6 = 25.C

-55 to +150
1r valid provid€d thal lead! arc kept at nmbiont tomporaturo at a clistance ol2 mm fiom cass

Symbd Value Unit

Vces
Vces

50
30

V

. Vceo
Vceo

45
25

Emittsr Ease Voltag€ Veao 5

Coll6ctor Cun6nt l6 800 mA

Peak Collector Current lcu 1 A

Base Cunent lr ,00 mA

P.or 625t) mW

Junction femperaiJra Ti r50 'c
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8C337, 8C338

Ch.ract.ristlc. at T,il = 25 oC

Symbol Min. rvp. Ma.r. Unit

DC Current Gain
at Vq6 = 1 V, lc = l0O mA 8C337, Bqx,E

CunrntG6lnGroup 16
E
40

at V6g = 1 V, 16 = 369 66 8CgI7, BqBS
CurrrnlG.lnGrpup 16

25
40

hrg
hFE

hFE

hre
hse
h.e
hrE

hre

100
100
160
250
60
60
100
170

ieo
250
400

130
200
320

630
250
400

:*

Colleclor Cutott Cunent
at V6E = !$ \/ 8C338
at VcE = 45 V 8C337
at V6s = 25 V, T.,,.b = 125 "C 8C338
at V6g = 45 V, Tail = 125 "C BCglT

lces
lces

lces
lces

2

:

100
100
10

10

nA
nA
pA
pA

Collector Emittar Breakdown Voltago
at 16 - 19,14 8C338

Bc:':tT
v€$ceo
Vrgarro

20
45

Coll€clor Emitter Broak&wn Vottagc
at 16 = 9.1 tn1 BGl3t

Bc:lll?
Veacer
Vtanrcac

30
50

Emitter Base Breakdown Voltaga
at ls = 9.1 t4

Venrao 5

Coll€clor Satrration Vonage
ath=50omA, ler$Q61

Vcts 0.7

Base Emitler Voltagc
atV66=1V, 16'3666a

Ve: 1.2

Gain EarxnYidur Prcduct
3t V6g : 5V, lc - l0 mA, I = 50 MHz

rY 100 MHz

Collector 8e!e Capecitano
itV6g r 10V, l= | [l{1

Ccao 12 pF

Thermal RosEtanc. Juncdon to Ambient R"A 2ootr KlW

1) Valid provided th8i load3 src k€pt at ambicnt tomporaturo at I distanoo ol 2 mm hom casc



8C327, BC32g

PNP Sillcon Epitarlsl planil Trsnraltort
tor swllching and amplilier applicaliorc. Especially suitablo tor
AF-driver stage3 and low power ouFut stages.

Thes€ types ar€ also avariable subdivided into three groups
-16. -25 and-40, actording to their OC currant gatn. li com-
plementary typos the NpN transistors 8C337 and gC33g are
recommenoed.

on special request lhese transtslors ate also manutadured
in the prnconfiguration TO -19.

r
-or Q55t

:--r
E-6r.)<;aTf-T

25

Plastic packago 1OD3
according to olN 41870 (- To-92)
The case rs impervrous to light

Weighl approxrmatety O.1B g
Dimensions in mm

Ablolula M.rlmum Rrtlngr

Symbol Value Unit
Coflector Emitt€r Vottage ACS2T

BC32E
-Vces
-Vces

50
30

Collector Emifier Vottagc BC32Z
8C328

-Vceo' 
-Vceo

45
25

Emitler 8as€ Voltage
-Veeo 5

CollEctor Cun6nt -lc 800 MA

Peak Colloctor Current -lcu t A

Baso Current J8 100 MA

Powor Oissipation at Td = A5.C Pta 6251) MW

Junction femperairre Tj 150 "c
Storage Temperature Range T5 -55... +150 'c
1) valid providsd that l6ads are k6pt at ambient temperature at a distance o, 2 mm lrom case
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8C327, BC32g

Charact.rirllc! at T* = 25 "6

Symbol Min. Tvp. l\rau. Unit

DC Current Gain
at -V6s = 1 V, -lq = 166 rn6 BC32?, 8C328

Currctrt Galn GrouP 16
25
40

at-VcE = 1 V, -lq = 366 rnA BC32Z 8C328
Current Galn GrouP l8

25
40

hre
hre
hre
hre
h16

hre
hre
h.e

100
100
160
250
6o
60
100
170

iuo
250
400

130
200
320

630
250
400

:"

Thermal Besistanca Junction to Ambienl Fl,rr 200'l K./W

Collector Cutotl Current
al-VcE=2sV 8C328
at-VcE=4sV BC3tl
at -VcE = 25 V, Tam =1 25 'C 8C328
at -V6g = 45 V, T*c = 1 25 'C Acgtl

-lces
-lces
-lces
-lces

2 i,*
I 100

I 10

I 10

nA
nA
yA
pA

I

I

I

I

Collector Emitter Breakdown Voltage
at-{q = 19 ma 8C327

8Gt2t
-VlaeEEo
-vontc€o

45
25

Collector Emitter Ereakdown Voltago
at-16 = 9.1 61 Aqgtl

8C328
-Vraarceg
-Vt"pta

50
30

Ernitter Baso Broakdown Voltago at -lE = 0.1 mA -Vtaaterc 5

Colloctor Saturation Vottago
at -ls = 500m1, -le = 50 mA

-Vcere o.7

Base Emitter Voltage at-V66 - 1V, -lc = 300 mA -V66 1.2

Gain Bandwktth Product
at -VcE = 5 V, -lc = l0 mA, | = 50 MHz

t7 100 MHz

Coll€ctor Basc CapacitilnoE at-Vca - 10 V, f = 1 MHz Ccao 12 pF

1) Valid provid€d thel lead! are kept at ambl€nt lemporature at a distanco ol 2 mm trom case



8C327, BC32g

Charact.riltlcr at Tnio = 25 "C

Symbol Min. Tvp. Max. Unit
DC Current Gain
at -V"E = 1 V, -t6 = 196 61 BC32Z 8ctt28

Cunant Gain Group 16
25
40

at-VcE = I V, -lc = 3OO mA 8C327, BC32g
CunGnt caln Group 16

25
&

hre
h.e
hre
hre
h.e
I IFE

hFE

hse

100
100
160
250
60
60
100
170

iuo
250
400

130
200
320

630
250
400

:
Thermal Besistance Junction to Ambisnt Rrm 200,) t<lw
Collector Cutott Cunent
at-VcE=2sV BC32gat-VcE=4sV BC3ZI
at -VcE = 25 V, Ta,,,o = 1 25 "C BC32g
at-V65 = 45 V, Tffi =t25.C BC32Z

-lces
-icEs
-lces
-lces

2
)

100
100
10
10

nA
nA
pA

Collector Emittsr Breakdown Voltago
at -16 = 19 61 ACSX,

Bqnt
-Vreepeo
-Vemceo

45
25

Collector Emitter Ereakdown Voltago
at-f6 = 9.1 ,1 BCBZ?

BGt28
-Vtaarces
-Vanr:g

50
30

Emiter Easo Breakdown Voltage at-tE = 0.1 mA -VtgHle8o 5

Coll€ctor Saturauon Voltagc
at -lc = 50OmA, -lB = 50 mA

Base E nitter Voltage at-VcE = tV, {c = 3OO mA

-Vceu o.7

-V6s 1.2

Gain Eandwiddr product
at -Vsg = 5 V, -lc - 1O mA, , - 50 MHz

rl 100 MHz

CollectorBase Capacit8ncaat-Vc8 = 10V,1= I MHz Ccao 12
1) Valid providod thet lead! a,€ k6pt at ambient tomperatlure at a distance o, 2 mm trom casa
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BHIIS

t{.CHAtTilEL EPIIAXIAT PI.AITAR SIUCOil FIELD EFFEST TRATSISIOR

o VHF.Amdificrand Mixr

. ComrrrcrtrCircgiotorRrdoFrqumcvApplicrtbnwidrLowlngrtRcrirbnorndSmellFtcdb*k

o fg r 70Q MHz ty?

o 1/g11r= tlkO

. lYztd - 5.5 nS tYD

o ct3- 1.1 pFtyp

dcrcription

fh.r. contgorrnr.r. t..t.d .c.o.dirT to th. .pEoEi.t. t6t mdlEl ol MIL.STD.75O. 8V tpcirl .(f.m.trt, th.Y
c.n .l!o b. t.rr.d .dditbmlly to Ml L or Olil trific.tbrl

mcltrniJd0

' !. . I ! rr!.,tr',!,rolfo^trortad'^ ritaraa a!L o[acN3rot3 Ail r.a uu

rblutl n:lrnrm rrdrD rt 2f C frr * ffir (unb otffi nodl

OnioGrrVolt1r '... '.. 3OV

orricsorroVoll{e ..' i3ov
Gtr.Gl'r.nt ..,lomA
Conti'rFll. Oib Oitlinbn tt 2f,C Ft- Ai f.,nprtrrc lSr t{ot. t I ' . . 3O mlv

Stor{r rmrrtrn Rrrrr -55oC to t SooC

L..d Ta,rfatrrr l/t ! lnci tron C.r. tc lO Sondr , . 26OoC

HOtl: t. Orat llElt to t IoC tr r., !.rrrdnan d lha .n d 7a .1fltco,

O ra'n



BF2O5

I{.CHAIUIUET EPITAXIAL PLATAR SITICOil FIETIT EFFECT TRAilSISTOR

elcc'tricrl chrrrctrinig.t 2f C lrr rir tampcrrtrr.

Nolltt 2. thlr rat a Rr !. mil udnt r..t- rc,rihrr-: rr< l{Erfli d.W G'.b<f L
f. F?rlgc, n sLi ri. ol !-t ot tfr ,or.It Tnil, adal[an tr laataa l? I oa rr-l ta 6a vatx I taxr.

PANAXTTIi rEtr cototrtotraa Mtia TY' MAI UIIIY
G.rlsdrca

-Vrtetcss
Sratdom Vott, -rG - I l],A. Vo3 =O xt

-lCS! Gar. navara Carfrr -voS =20 V. V63 =6 Y t
^AZrlg.tlvott la

lo3!
&lrn Qg171a

VO!=llV,VOt=OV
S- Noia 2 2t mA

- VCI G.rlsoso Vot[aa Voa = l3 V, lo =20oIe o.a 7.t
GatlSor,.ca

-Vogrorrt
Cutort Cur.ln

VOt=l6Y, lO=l0nA 0.1 8.0

S,lril.gt[l CoffiStorca
lYr r.i

Fd*Afta^dt Artfrrt.tE

VOt = t6 V, -VOf =O V.

t =t (Hr 3.0 5.3 6.!t r€

,e Coln6lrliarrca &f,lr.trtr
VOt = lt V. -VGt =0 V.

S- Noi.3 7m Mltr

cr 2.
ComitDDsouca StEt.Carqjrr

Frrt frtndt Crnors

Vo! - 20 V. -V5g r 1 y,

I rt MHr
t.t 9l

Cr tr
Com.tEDsqrca StEt-Cirq/r

l6BJr CaEctl.aca

Vo! = 20 V, -V63 = 1 y,

t -! iaHt
a,o 9F

crzr
CoGltlDSOUTGa StErcie/it
O/iila CaEGirarE

Vog - 2O V, -VO! - t V,

l.l MHr
!.t pl

Sirll girlrl Corrlr!}&ora

lnqr laFlrE
I /et tr

V51 r 2O V, -VOt - t V,

lE t@ taHr ta i5l

VOa-20V,-VOa-l V,

, - 200 HXt a ro
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B12$
N.CHAITIIIEL EPITAXIAL PLATTAR SIIICOII FIEID EFFE T TRATTSISTOB

On raqu.rt followrng IOSS/VGS-Grougr crn ba dalivat.d

PAiAT'?II rESt cof,orTroNl Mrr MAX uxt?

Zro Gara volt{
losl

OninCuffi
VO!=l5V,V6g=OV

Grouo A 2.O 5.1 6A

G,ouo I 6.0 r5 mA

Grout G r2 ,a 6A

-Vol G.r}GourGa volE, VOt = l6 V, lp = 296;4

G,ost A 0.4 2.2

G.out t t.a 3.8

G.ouc C 3.2 7,5



TAR'E.AREA s*rcor J'fiirlilll
EULL€Trr, RO. Or t t2ait. MAy t97a-tf vtSGO .rULy r97i

a

a

a

a

a

High Photount.t,yity

Fart Rccponr

Low.Cort Plirtic packag

Oarignrd lor lnrracd Rcmotr4ontrd SyttaGr
Spcstrrily fr4arch.d rvrth TlL3g Eminr 

Odc*ription

Thr TlLlOO it r hrqh{p'ld PIN oholodroda d.rrgrGd ro op.rata rn 0ra ravlrr}tit3 moab. ra proyrd.r ror cegrcitrncrwrlh hrgh tpaad and hrglr photo:cnrrtryrty ,urtrbla loa n?ar.rnlrlrld agCrcatto,r!.

mahanac.l dlt

rh' ghotodiod' chro r! mountld o'r a l.ad lraml lnd molctcd in r bhdr rntrrrcd.tranrrnrttiya ptartrc. Thr rctrwdlrparcr tr tvptc:lly 8'83 rqulru mrlL'n't?t! (0.0t37 rque'r Inch.r), ltr cantr'trn. r! nomrn.llv rl mrllimerro lo.l57 in(r,r,.bova rha j?ating plaaG.

-J' L.'."o-- I

.rJatl i-- 
'lraEr- -,

l.
iEr-

-L
totE3r ..

o.
All dldafiSa aa In alllilt-ttaa E6'tar-aa, fr ,Ef!l
Ls gcrna rt 6-tr- a rna 

-t6l 
DaE

,IUE
aatrax

trro o-'t

r!!t!!
LaQ

ab.oruta mrximum rating at 25"c frcc.rir Emp.Tatun (unrG! oth,.i.. notld)

@

3.

Rrv.r3a Vottagr
contrnuq' po,r ois,prtron ., ,- o.,o*t isjc rrrr.ei, i-*.,u. tsor rrorr ilOorrrtrng Flr.Arr Trm6niurr Rrnql
Storrgr Tcmgerrturr Rtngt
Lrrdrlmprrrturrl,6mml|/t6lnch,lromC:rlor3Srcondr
I oa..ta lrna-tv ro too"c rrr+t,r rhcaratara aa tia.ala o, I 6w/"c.

x,v
. l5O mW

-25oC to l@'C
-25oc ro t@'c
. 26ooc

@
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TYPE TITIOO

TARGE.AREA SITICOTI PHOTODIOOE

rlcric.a dr.rEtrinicr et 2$C frr.tr trmFrrmtn

r I r"adil ( aal I ria a-ld E r s^rl J- Gra6! ci a r.lcl

v,iir Enrraoo vorrr6 i ll . 1994.---lJl

f- L,ehl Cutt.il i vq ' tO v, E"r ' ?.3 gWlmaf rr gaO m
rotrErrer t vn.lv, Ert'o. t'tMHt

vR.lov. a,-'trn
vE.lov. RL.trO

TYPICAL CHARACTEFISTIq3

TOTAL CAPACITA''IC€
vl

R€VERSE VOL'AG€

va-a-UaFl

Proutt t

REVERSE CURNENT
vt

IFRAOIANCE

1
!
,
!
I

-a

'C
a
a
I
a

@



TYPES TIL8l/TIt99
IUPII PTAI{AB SI TIC OIU PH OTOTRAITSISTOHS

MARCH t972 - FtEvtsEo auGusT r978

fccomqa{ for Applicetion in Chrrrtrr Rccognrtion.
rap..nd Cerd Rrldrrr, Vcloctty lndiceton, rnd Errcodtn
Sectntty rnd Mchrnirlry Mrchod widr TrL3l/TrL33 rR.Eminorr
GlerrtoilotJ€oa H..d.?
Brrr Contrt Ertcmelly Avrilablo
Sroraron Lrvrl Oircdy Comprtiblr widr Mor TTL/DTL

fiErltEra o[

Th' d'Y'ct b in r h'mr.r'c.'lv 
'..4.6 

p.crrqa wadr g[.r wmdow. Tha osrlina o, tha TlLgl/TtL99 ir rimrbrto TO'tt arcrr ,o? tha rin6o. lU fO.tg ,rg6rrrlon nor...ho 
"ccri 

,o ih6 outtinr.

CI

E,
C!

L-i

,..coffi-

rxt colLlc?oa It rxELaCtttcaL coi 
"acTwrti rra cata.

rtLat
u^ttrur rlrrOOlr at.rli.tlor, , tor 70, o,clta tt t,rl to.orot.ullalXUI OtlXa?f tri t.ta tOtltt.
ftLtvartxux wlitoor rr.Yail3toi raox ?6, b,clat rt O.2la (O,OrotfrLr9!'I ollxt?ra
r3 t,5a (o.t.ot

"Ft wrxOOt rt Coittio,03, ol^aa {oa toutv^.
L lifl
all orlailtoraa lal tivlLLtra?l tt lio ,aarx.
THaT|C LLY li ticxaar/iatal! otxaatttttf,orao.

,{l

rbolur ruimlm 
'tE'tt ar 2f c frr..r tamp.?rnra (unra odrrit oodt

Collair.B- Voltri.
CdlcE €rnt!, yoftr{r
Emirtt SrVotre.
Emaru-coalcr' Yotrl{.
Cootilrsr CellGr Grritt

a

a

o

a

o

$v
3IV
7v
7V

Stanf Trnfrttrt Rlp
L.d T-nF rts,t I,6 m'rt (t/t6 lnchl lrom Cer for IO S.cond,

iaoll t r O-- at -rl' r taa'C lry mrntr x tr ,r c, Z.l 6#C-

50 mA
. 25O mW

-65'c ro t25'c
-65'Cro lSo'C

2400C

Cocfitrsr Dob Obftn rr (a bdorrl 25. C FrcA,, T.mg.7rnrr. {S- Not I ,Og-triag FrrAir frnrfrurr RIrf

--_--

@
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TYPES TIL8l/TIT99
TPil PTATIAR SI LI COII PH OTOTRATTSISTO BS

Ccfdca c|r..rgs-rn..tt rt 2t oC lrt..r t.tttgrtlnr {unltl otlr-Itl norrdl

,atll.rll ra3, coiorrtor!3 Mtr lYt u rluxll
v,!trc!61 c.*r-r*-I-.r-,
vraarcto Cc.-B€ffi ailEr vqlt

l..tdrs^. lE.O. H.O I

rC. t@lr^, ,! lO: _,__!.!______

50 jv
#

30v
ffiio lt:oorr' ^'o {'J
v(!tt!Co entDCClGn arlrEr Yctt, lE . tq, g/t. rB . O. r.l . O ,Y]

lO Ortosn

.lov, rB-o. r.a-o J,I

ticisEorrrs vCE.lOV, lB.O. H.O.
rr. l@t (z) ,o yA

tlE{EtOlrrn ve!.tOv. rE.O. '{j _ J.0l l)L

lL L.,mqlilr irL
6l

PrEtorrtrS-E VCE .l V, l8 . O, H .5 oW/6',
S-iqt 2

522

,EqIf fuEr
VC!.Oro50V. le.O, H.molt/Gnl.
S- ,lc- 2

lro pa

lg Ltrrolil. rtL
!I,

Tidrnfaai
vCt . 5 V, l0 . O. E. . 20 6ircn'
Sr iror 2

I 5 -^i
Fllt-afa-

VCt.O6$V. lg,O. Er.?0crwcml.
9rxdal

{o ltL

,tfl Saafil.cutcT.r-lr- vCE.gV. lC.lnA €..O lo

vcttrt C..-Darir-!-Invr.r (8)
lC . 0.4 me, lE . O, E. . 20 nwcm'
3- I!,ora2

o.z

ro.rl 1 tr-|I llal a aa d,lt 

-, 

6ar -. fr ac ae- . -.1-. r, rm Effi!. 0. *8. r. t sitdE- oG
',leaaI, ra -irlht r. -ar.G-ru.a afro r.

tuidirldr-ritdlrd2fC tr=*rrmfmrtr O
?A..T'II tttrcolloa?|ffi TY'ICAL utatl

i, Rl.finr VCC. S V. lL. 8qlnl, iL. t@ O.

S- fit ciraai A ot tit il I
E

tl
ta Fd Tiil (!

g FlrTlr VCC-Olo5OY, t1 '56r,1. Rt't@n.
S.a f.r ClE.t t ol Pit .r I

3S
trl

l{ Fia T16r 5(E

5a-.
\\

Ttlf cricrrl A
rHoT orrlarlttrot cal/rtlor

PARAMETEF tf, EASIJREMEITIT INFORiIATION

floull r

voltaoaw vrrom telr qrcurr i
PHOTOOTOOa O"trlrrOi

|.oyl!: a tr-a a[t,Ir' ra r.laaaa at a pl-l lxr6 ,Faa dltr- 6rtl, -rri .r- d ,all lrn- ti li6 ao ia. lna(a'l
,t-ti15 44.-l t! cr,.aa lL,

a. ogEaraat,GaaGe-G6erffi56rirolEmadr-arilol rr < 2! a, It. ) t lll c,n \ 2o9,

oiJTtt ?
13- r-i. bl

iL' t@o

So aaara .
\\

OUI'U?
lsi l|or. !l

roo u

r

,l-rEhi,.



SUMMABY OF STANDARD PHOTOCELLS

CAOMIUM SULPHIDE pHOTOCONOUCTTVE 
CELLS ipeak or Sffirrd Frrmnr ar 5500 Al

ax Volta$' 'u1ar. (-ag Tym

@
6,-\-,,v 

l

xsln, f'Yxst.3l, ,J/

rl[.aat

i3t.at,
xtL.tt,

t{3l{ta
r{tt.tra

ta3L"lla
ll3t.3aa

Hcrm!trc
Gla3t and
Mct.t
r0.8
fta. ,

CAOMIUM SELENIDE PHOTOCONDUCTIVE CELLS {psak ot Spcrrd Rcsponsc at 720O A}- Mer v-5iiF
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PTC Thcnnlrtorr

P?C th.'tnltlott rl t.ltFarltrl aatt[ot tor nrnl'rmrnt s{ cottttol t[lr
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5
5
5
5
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PTC Thcrmlrton
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Generaliti

I termistori NTC sono resistenze a semi-conduttori con coefficiente di t"rp*"-
tura negativo.(compreso tra 3 

" SVrXireatzzali mediante stampaggio e sucl'cessiva sinterizzazione o'egiits.ioi oiimetalloidi.manganese, terro, coOalto, r"_me, nichel e zinco.
GiA da tempo i termistori hanno trovatoampia applicazione nel settor; d;u,;d;-
tronica grazie alte loro eccellenti 

""r"ijteristiche quali:

O Elevata sensibilitA
O B.uona riproducibilitA grazie alla stabi-lita meccanica, termicl eO efettrici-'

O Resistenza agli influssi esterni
O Lunga durata
O lngombro ridotto
O Rapporto prezzot prestazioni
La semplicitA d'impiego e |,elevata affi-
.qlblile ti rendono paiicorarm-e,it"- IA"t-tl a compiti di controllo, sorvegtian;-'
misura e simili.

ll. rapporto tra resistenza e temperatura
si rit-e_va datta caratteristica R/T;;;1"''coefficiente di temperatura.

to lm tuo tlo.(I I --;-'

Pr5
I
l

1d

.AK,
-2 

1

i

-, I
I

I

I
Ii-5q
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Gompensazione della temperatura

Quasi tutti i semiconduttori hanno un coeffi-
ciente di t6mperatura positivo, per cui i termi'
stori consentono di stabilizzare, a costi conte-
nuti, la temperatura dei circuiti elettronici (equi'
paggiati con termistori SIPMOS, tiristori di po-
tenza, TRIACS) che possono quindi funzionar€
senza subire l'influsso della temperatura am-
biente e della potenza dissipata. ln questo caso
e importante l'accoppiamento termico tra NTC
e componenti da compensare in modo che la
caratteristica d'interv€nto risulti sincrona. Se la
temperatura deve avere un andamento lineare'
e sutficiente collogare una resistenza in paralle-
lo o un circuito di linearizzazione; la funzione
che ne deriva presenta un andamento sinusoi'
dale, per cui la temperatura nel punto d'inver-
sione deve trovarsi al centro del campo della
temperatura di lavoro. ll valore della resistenza
in parallelo si deduce dalla seguente formula:r)

Fo - R", x (B - ZTM) / (B + 2TM)

R^ - Resistenza in Parallelo
R,, - Resistenza del termistore al centro di un

campo di temp€ratura
TM - T€mp€ratura al centro di un campo di

temparatura
B - Coefficiente I del termistore

Per dimensionare i circuiti, 0 opportuno dire
che gli NTC a piir bassa resistenza presentano
un coetficiente I minore, per cui sono adatti a

campi di temperatura piU ampi, quelli a pii alta
resistenza hanno invece un coetficiente I piu
elevato e quindi sono adattl a circuiti maggior-
mente sensibili alla temperatura.

E disponibile una vasta gamma di NTC per i piu
svariati casi, per esempio il termistore K 45 E

idoneo al montaggio su dissipatori di calore' il
C 621 (formato chip) 6 stato studiato per il

montaggio automatizzato.

Ermpl d'lmpbgo
O N.f.bttonlce civllr

Compensazione della temperatura negli stadi
finali Hi-Fi equipaggiati con transistori
SIPMOS, circuiti di sintonia AF con diodi ca'
pacitivi ecc.

O Nclrclctfonlce lndurilrlelo
Stabilizzaziono della temperatura di diodi la-
s€r e foto€lementi con refrigeratore PELTIER'
caricabatterie a celle solari. componsazione
del giunto freddo di termocoppie, compensa-
zione della temperatura di bobine di rame
ecc.

o ]l.gt oLtttodom.stlcl
Stabilizzazione della velocitA in apparecchi
da cucina. fruste miscelatrici ecc.

rtE rian-ifit" O dilponibilc un progr!mm! computari:zllo prt oitimlzzarc il circuilo dl llncarirrarlona



Compensazione delta temperatura

K,fs

R68islonza
nominala FN

lo
K45
da 6,8Q a 470 kO

6,8
10
15
22
33
47
68

100
150
220
330
470
680

1,0 k
1,5 k
2,2 R

3,3 k
4,7 k
6,8 k

10k
15 k
22k
33k
47k
68k

100 k
150 k
220 k
330 k
470 k

26q)
2600
2900
2900
2900
3000
3050
3200
3200
3200
3450
3450
3560
3700
3900
3900
3950
3950
4200

_4900_
4150
,1i}00
4300
4450
4600
4600
4600
zt8[t0
4850
4850

bicosna mcttcdl;.ffi alh tol.ran r ricrricrr*ffiE?6i

da 6,8Q a 470 kO

Tollerenza
AFN

+10

Coefllcienta I

K

Carico ammlssibil6 p"-
(E, - 25 oC)

mW

750
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K 164

Campo di
temp6ratura
secondo OIN 40 040
oc

da -55 a +125

Costante termica
del tempo di
rattr€ddamento rrh
3

L 20 (rs) l

Sigla di ordinazion.

Tipo K 46

Q63045-
Tipo K 164

063016-

-K60-K800
-K100-K
-K150-K
-K220-K
-K330-K
-K470-K
-K680-K
-Kl01-K
-Kl51-K
-K221-K
-K331-K
-K471-K
-K681-K
-K102-K
-K152-K
-K222-K
-K332-K
-K472-K
-K682-K
-K103-K
-K153-K
-K223-K
-K333-K
-K473-K
-K688-K
-K104-K
-K154-K
-K224-K.
-K334{
-K4744<

-K4006-€
-K4010-.
-K4015''
-K4Q22-.
-K4033-.
-K4047-'
-K4068''
-K4100-.
-K4150-.
-K422O-.
-K4330-.
-K4470-.
-K4680''
-K4001-'4O
-K4001-.45
'K4OQ2'.42
-K40O3*43
-K4004'.47
-K4006'.48
-K4010-.40
-K40'15-.4O
-K4O22-.4O
-K4033''40
-K4O47*4O
-K4068'.40
-K4l00*40
-K4150-40
-K422O'.4O
-K4330-r40
-K147On4O
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